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Executive summary
Life sciences organizations are now, more than
ever, struggling to operate within an increasingly
complicated global regulatory environment
while maintaining tighter control over operating
costs. What was once an accepted truism, that
regulatory compliance comes with an attendant
“cost of doing business” in the form of large
quality and regulatory organizations, is being
questioned more often and should be put to the
test. A close examination of quality processes and
behaviors can yield substantial opportunities for
improved compliance risk mitigation and business
performance. Organizations that are committed to
rigorously analyzing their compliance practices and
costs should benefit in comparison to their peers.
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Introduction
In our work with life sciences companies—
from small start-ups to the largest, multinational, multi-site global manufacturers—
there is a common thread running through
the industry: the inability to define and
quantify the amount of spend needed to
support quality and compliance efforts
and what the output of those efforts is and
should be. Most life sciences executives
can readily answer rigorous quantitative
questions about manufacturing output,
product costs, cost of goods sold (COGS),
etc., but very few can answer similarly
rigorous financial and strategic questions
about their approach to quality management
and the costs driven by that approach; for
example, “what does it cost your company
to complete final QA review on commercial
product lots and what is the cost impact of
major and minor deviations within a product
lot?” Indeed, the bottom-line implications of
any given company’s quality and compliance
decisions can be quite substantial—and
knowable—as this article will demonstrate.
Over the past decade, we have witnessed
that quality and compliance decisions
are often made in a vacuum, primarily
by professionals who have a natural bias
toward conservative decisions based on
perceived compliance or quality outcomes,
with little regard to or accountability for
the resulting cost or business impacts.
Executives outside the quality function are
often reluctant to challenge these decisions,
as they are told that any other option would
violate regulatory requirements.
The reality is often quite different. Most
regulatory requirements can be properly
addressed in a number of different ways,
but conversations around compliance

choices and options rarely occur across
business functions. We find that life
sciences organizations that involve their
quality professionals in business as well as
compliance decisions often have an overall
lower cost of quality, better understanding
of compliance risk management, and
improved ability to enforce quality
procedures. Unfortunately, organizations
with this level of business/quality interaction
are few and far between.
In our experience, compliance problems
and operational inefficiency typically do
not stem from lack of technical expertise.
Rather, what drives a company’s operational
cost of quality and compliance profile is the
sum total of behaviors and cultural norms
in which technical expertise resides and
takes shape. While this may seem small
on the surface, we have worked with life
sciences organizations where these types
of costs represented about five percent of
total COGS. As such, what we have found
is that any effort to drive efficiency and
compliance improvements will start with a
technical analysis but typically move forward
with a cultural one. The co-dependence of
cultural and technical quality management
is reflected in the following cost of quality
examples, which may help senior life
sciences executives—both within and
outside of quality/compliance functions—
determine how to understand the costs
and implications of quality spend. Once the
actual cost of quality has been established,
executives can discuss a range of desired
quality outcomes and risk mitigation
strategies and develop plans to transform
and elevate the performance of the
organization’s existing quality organization
and quality systems.
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The tendency
toward
complexity
Operational simplicity does not happen by accident. Operational
complexity, however, is typically the result of a series of independent
decisions and actions that, made in isolation, probably seemed like
the right things to do. The isolation may be rooted in functional silos
or in the lack of organizational memory (if, for example, incidents
occur infrequently over time). We have seen this tendency toward
complexity manifest in a number of ways—the most obvious of
which being thousands upon thousands of quality documents
that, after careful analysis, could be simplified into a few hundred.
However, sometimes the root causes of complexity are more
nuanced (and equally expensive).
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For example, we encountered a medical device company that
historically had difficulties managing complicated production
equipment changes in a compliant manner. At times, errors in
judgment or execution were so significant that they warranted
attention from senior quality and operations management. Over
time, the reaction of senior leaders was to try to correct behaviors
by designing procedures and requirements for change control
that were so robust to address variation and “what-if” scenarios
that there would be no question about how to handle them. The
cumulative effect of this approach was a change control procedural
documentation library and associated IT system so complicated that
it lost sight of the original intention of assuring continued product
quality in the face of an equipment change.
This had two important impacts on the business. First, the
procedures were so complex that the inexperienced operational
or quality employee had difficulty complying with them; the
experienced employee, meanwhile, created shadow systems
or practices to circumvent the procedures. Either way, the
company actually increased its compliance risk. Second, because
the procedures were written to satisfy the most complicated
of equipment changes, they forced the business to engage in
QA activities for changes that were not actually needed for the
majority of relatively simple equipment changes. We estimated the
organization spent 80,000 hours (or roughly $4 million) expending
unnecessary effort in this way.
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Avoiding risk
instead of
managing it
A similarly-sized life sciences organization found itself struggling to close
Corrective and Preventive Action (CAPA) investigations and implement
corrective actions in a way that addressed both its internal policies
and those of regulatory agency inspectors. Furthermore, motivated by
good intentions to prevent small problems from becoming big ones, the
quality organization required the operation to catalog even the most
minor of potential quality events, which ultimately led to a database of
thousands of events that needed active management and resolution at
any point in time. This workload required 41,000 hours to catalog, track,
investigate, resolve, and approve.

Upon taking a closer look at the details of these events, it became
clear that a huge percentage of them could be eliminated
(in theory) without a risk to regulatory compliance, product
quality, or efficient and productive operations. The organization
was spending 40 percent of its total investigations and CAPA
management on this work, even though the results were almost
certain to not generate improved quality outcomes in the future.
Executive quality leadership took careful actions to back away from
the wide net that had been cast over deviations and exceptions.
The team launched a large, cross-functional effort to instill a
renewed focus on using the CAPA program to solve persistent
operational issues and complicated one-off problems. By limiting
the pipeline of issues, the organization was collectively able to fix
problems more quickly and more efficiently. This simultaneously
improved internal and regulatory compliance and promoted better
business outcomes. The effort also led to the creation of a new
“right first time” initiative within the manufacturing group which,
ultimately, began to correct basic and repeated manufacturing
errors. This spin-off effort alone helped save the company
$6 million in annual spend.
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Focus more on
process than results
Many life sciences organizations struggle to
incorporate commercial-scale manufacturing
realities and requirements into product
development activities and license
specifications—so much so that quality by
design has emerged as a critical topic for
the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
and other regulatory agencies worldwide.
We encountered a particularly interesting
example of what can happen when these
product lifecycle disconnects meet with a
quality operations organization that is too
heavily focused on processing work, rather
than assuring good outcomes.
In this example, the organization received
regulatory approval to market one of its
products in a glass vial final container,
where the glass was specified to be of
a quality standard that very few, if any,
vendors would be willing to supply at the
relatively low volume the organization
demanded. Upon receiving shipments
of the glass vials as raw material, the
quality organization quickly noted that
the vials were out of specification and
were, therefore, not suitable for release
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to the operation. However, because of
internal pressures, it was decided that
the vials should be accepted anyway as
long as the quality organization provided
clear, written technical justification for the
disposition decision and inspected the
questionable vials out of the batch. This
practice continued for months—perhaps
years—and put the organization in a risky
compliance situation (inspecting quality
into the product, not following its own
procedures, etc.) to say nothing of the time
spent on ultimately non-value-added work.
An environment that promotes and
perpetuates decisions like this will, in our
experience, gradually create a broader
“off my desk” culture across quality and
operations. Employees, supervisors, and
managers may know that what they are being
asked to do is not helping to solve the root
problem; however, lacking power and agency,
they often follow their leaders and focus
more on processing the work, and less on
thinking about how their work can ultimately
create or destroy value for the company.
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Transforming
the quality
organization to
improve compliance
and business
performance

Next the organization should critically examine the root causes of
any gaps between its current state and the desired future state. As
stated previously, this typically involves an honest assessment, both
within the quality group and cross-functionally, to uncover persistent
cultural, behavioral, or leadership tendencies that collectively
contribute to the status quo.
Finally, the organization should commit leadership and personnel
to changing entrenched behaviors and norms—beyond the paper
exercise of remediating or updating procedural documentation.
Everyone in the organization, from senior leaders to front-line
employees, should embrace a company-wide commitment to
changing affected technical processes and behaviors and be given
the responsibility, accountability, and freedom to succeed—and
occasionally fail—in the go-forward environment.

When organizations are focused on maintaining day-to-day operations
the prevailing question typically is not “why does this work need
to be done?” but rather “how will we manage to get all this work
done?” In such an environment, many operational supervisors and
managers may have neither the time nor the perspective to focus on
fixing quality and compliance issues. In our experience, behavioral
and procedural root causes are often so institutionalized and
operationally scattered that they require a concerted and rigorous
effort to diagnose and correct. Moreover, documented quality
requirements and procedures, however complex they may be, cannot
simply be rewritten to make life easier for an organization. There must
be a compelling business and compliance case for change.
The first step in transforming a quality organization to
improve compliance and business performance is to conduct
a comprehensive technical assessment of current quality
requirements and procedures by referencing a combination of
external leading practices and/or internally defined principles.
The assessment should be carefully and rigorously completed and
documented, with detailed observations and clear rationale for
suggested improvements or changes to the quality architecture or
requirements library.
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Conclusion
Understanding the total cost of quality
extends beyond the costs of clear failure
such as product recalls, remediation efforts,
and operational downtime. However, in
our experience, it is uncommon for life
sciences executives to have a rigorous
and comprehensive view of the total
cost of quality. Now, more than ever, it is
imperative to question operational practices
and procedures that impact quality and
compliance. By committing to a rigorous
technical and cultural assessment and
transformative quality effort life sciences
executives have an opportunity to realize huge
gains in both compliance and cost savings.
Although the journey is complex, we have
seen quality transformations succeed
in ways that greatly exceeded executive
expectations, delivering millions of dollars
in run rate savings while simultaneously
eliciting praise from regulators. For
example, in reviewing final outputs from
one life sciences organization’s 18-month
transformation, we determined that it
realized substantial benefits, including:
•• Annualized savings of $50 million (approximately 16–24 percent of total quality spend)
within the quality organization, combined
with clear compliance improvements that
drew comments from agency inspectors
•• Annualized savings across global
operations of $20 million (approximately
two to six percent of total quality spend)
direct spend on quality support
•• The elimination of over 1,000
requirements and procedural documents,
along with the need to maintain and
train on those documents (an estimated
300,000 training hours annually)
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•• Simplified procedural documentation that
regulatory inspectors found easier to read,
understand, and execute
•• Improvements in manufacturing
processes driven by the quality unit’s
increased focus on quality results rather
than on process

there is less need to involve a broad group
of stakeholders, thus avoiding a slow path
to achieving high-impact results. The review
process itself will likely uncover behaviors,
practices, and norms that manifest in
document control but are part of an
underlying theme of cultural norms that
extend to other process areas as well.

While this organization’s transformative
benefits required a global quality
management system (QMS)-level effort,
motivated life sciences leaders can also
make an impact on a smaller scale by
identifying business processes that have
grown confusing, overly complex, timeconsuming, or outsized but are also
clearly owned by the quality organization
(ex. document control and management).
An examination of underlying requirements
and processes—and a comparison of
those processes across sites if they are
locally managed—may yield significant
opportunities for improvement and
harmonization. And because the quality
function controls this business process,

Some organizations may need to make
more than incremental improvements. For
example, a company with a questionable
compliance profile that also employs
more than one quality employee for every
four or five manufacturing/operations
employees would likely benefit from a
more comprehensive approach. In our
experience, this is an indicator of a quality
organization that has gotten overly complex
and costly—and will likely continue down
that path. The authors, listed below, have
helped executives in this situation and
would be happy to discuss opportunities for
your organization to reach its full potential
in compliance, cost savings, and overall
quality and operations.
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